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The new era of
work chairs
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T

he NeueChair is engineered to be the

with consistent tautness using the ironing

ultimate modern computer chair—fully

system from leading German industrial

ergonomic, intuitive to use, comfortable—all

manufacturer VEIT Group.

combined into a stunning design to cater to
any user who spends long hours seated at

We use only top-grade materials to ensure

work.

that each NeueChair not only looks stunning
but is built for absolute durability.

In order to ensure maximum consistency,
the NeueChair is manufactured on a semi-

Finally, the NeueChair is endowed with a sleek

automated assembly line, with input from

silhouette and full adjustability. We trust it to

German automotive engineers to ensure a

become your most accommodating, satisfying

never-before-seen level of build precision in a

and elegant seating companion for productive

chair.

long hours at the office or home.

Features

Introducing the NeueChair.
ControlShift™

Focus Mode

Forget bending awkwardly and fumbling around to make

Easily switch your seating position to ‘Focus Mode’ by sliding

adjustments to your chair—simply squeeze the ControlShift™

the seatbase inwards and pushing the backrest forward. This

hand levers (located below the armrests) to adjust to your

puts you in the most upright seating position with maximum

preferred height, or to lock/unlock the backrest tilt. It’s

ergonomic support, to keep you focused and supercharged

simple and intuitive, as a chair should be.

to power through your work.

NeueMesh™

Lumbar support

Our premium 3-layer mesh blend, precisely wrapped around

The NeueChair’s adjustable lumbar support system allows

the chair’s polyamide frame, is rigorously tested and durable

you to tailor the height and depth of the lumbar support, so

enough to hold and properly support you while keeping the

you can find the perfect angle to fit the unique curvature of

seat breathable and easy to maintain.

your spine.

PU-coated armrests

Class IV hydraulic piston

Our spacious armrests, made with a slight concave, will allow

From SHS, the go-to choice for all premium task chairs. We’ve

you to comfortably rest your elbows on them and take strain

added an extra layer of protection (by carburizing) to further

off your neck and shoulders. The padding material is also

reinforce its long-term durability.

Intuitive adjustments at your fingertips

For maximum productivity

This means every element on the NeueChair is
made with unwavering finesse—for example,
our premium 3-layer NeueMesh™ is produced

Ergonomic Adjustments.
Exceptional Build Quality.
12 year Warranty.

Uncompromising support and breathable

Soft, sturdy contoured support

carefully chosen to be soft yet grippy, so your elbows don’t
get sore after long periods or slide off.

Fully adjustable and tailored

Tested for safety and reliability

Designed for incredible comfort.
Built for absolute durability.
The NeueChair comes in two variants, both stunning in looks
and packed with the same ergonomic features.

Silver

With Polished ADC12 Aluminum
IT SHOW PRICING

$729 $999
+ FREE ASSEMBLY

Obsidian

With further industrial plating of
the aluminium frame to make it
ultra-resistant to corrosion
IT SHOW PRICING

$899 $1149

+ FREE ASSEMBLY

Buy direct at www.secretlab.sg

